
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 21/183 

ADVERTISER ANZ NZ Ltd  

ADVERTISEMENT ANZ NZ Ltd Television 

DATE OF MEETING 19 April 2021 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
Advertisement: The ANZ television advertisement shows a woman on the phone to her 
bank, waiting to find out if her and her partner’s loan has been approved. The woman is 
standing up and the man is sitting down. He says to her, expectantly “We’ve got it?” She 
tells him “Sh..” and waves her hand at him, as a way of asking him to keep quiet, so she can 
hear properly. She then says “Yes!” and the pair of them hug and dance around the room in 
celebration. The advertisement ends with the voiceover “Search ANZ Home Loans”. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Complaint: Hi Complaints  
I have recently seen a couple of advertisements that have had complaints upheld against 
them  
So I feel I can also put my concerns forward regarding a particular advertisement.  
The advertisement is for the ANZ bank around a couple seeking confirmation of a loan.  
The advertisement was shown on TV one at 2.16 pm on Sunday 28th March 2021.  
I refer to the std 1 ( c ) Decency and offensive essay of the standards.  
I have watched this television ad numerous times which I find depicts the New Zealand male 
in a Subservient role to what could be his wife ( not confirmed ) and the ANZ bank loans 
officer.  
My issue is the European male sitting on the couch is looking up pleading for confirmation 
while his assumingly Indian partner waves her finger at him to shush while she controls the 
conversation with the Indian loans officer from the bank.  
  
The man on the couch seems almost comical and less intelligent while begging for 
information while the loans officer and the mans assumed partner act professional and in 
sync with each other.  
I feel there racial, stereotypical and gender breaches in this advertisment which I find 
offensive to European males. How would this be viewed with if there was a female Indian 
partner on the couch pleading and being shushed while the European male partner was 
discussing the loan with a European female loans officer.  
This ad also insinuates that no matter what race you are the person asking about the loan is 
best to be the same race as the loans officer.  
I look forward to hearing back from you in regards to this complaint.  
 
The relevant provisions were Advertising Standards Code - Principle 1, Rule 1(c); 
Code for Financial Advertising - Principle 1;  
 

Principle 1: Social Responsibility: Advertisements must be prepared and placed 
with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and to society. 
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Rule 1(c) Decency and Offensiveness: Advertisements must not contain anything 
that is indecent, or exploitative, or degrading, or likely to cause harm, or serious or 
widespread offence, or give rise to hostility, contempt, abuse or ridicule. 
 
Principle 1: Financial advertisements should observe a high standard of social 
responsibility particularly as consumers often rely on such products and services for 
their financial security. 

 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concerns the advertisement contained race and gender 
stereotypes which are offensive to European males. 
 
The Chair referred to a precedent decision 18/309 Appeal 18/014, which was Not Upheld. 
That complaint also related to an ANZ television advertisement where the Complainant 
believed the woman was shown to be controlling a man in a relationship in a way which 
would not be acceptable if the gender roles were reversed. This complaint was ruled No 
Grounds to Proceed, it was appealed and then referred to the Complaints Board, where it 
was Not Upheld. The Complaints Board said the interactions between the couple in the 
advertisements were playful and affectionate and highly unlikely to be construed as 
demeaning or abusive. The Complaints Board said the first advertisement used humour to 
get its message across, and the interaction between the couple was typical for some 
relationships. 
  
The Chair said the precedent decision was relevant to the complaint currently before her.  
 
Rule 1(c) of the Advertising Standards Code required the Chair to consider whether the 
interaction between the couple, as described above, was likely to cause serious or 
widespread offence, in light of generally prevailing community standards. The Chair said the 
advertisement illustrates a scenario, where the woman happens to be the one who is liaising 
with the bank. She asks her partner to be quiet so she can hear what she is being told by the 
bank. The Chair said that despite the Complainant’s objection to the advertisement, it did not 
reach the threshold to cause serious or widespread offence for most consumers.  
 
The Chair said the advertisement had been prepared with the due sense of social 
responsibility required and was not in breach of Principle 1 or Rule 1(c) of the Advertising 
Standards Code or Principle 1 of the Code for Financial Advertising.  
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed  
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing via email or letter within 14 calendar days of receipt of this decision. 

 


